
The Netherlands-based Intravacc is one of the world’s leading organizations with many 
years of experience in translational vaccinology. As an established independent clinical 
development and manufacturing organization (CDMO) in the vaccine industry, Intravacc has 
transferred its technology and know-how world-wide, including oral polio vaccines, measles 
vaccines, and DPT, Hib and influenza vaccines. Intravacc offers a wide range of expertise 
and is the bridge between discovery and pilot scale GMP biomanufacturing up to phase I/II 
clinical trials for partners such as academia, public health organizations (WHO, BMGF), and 
biotech and pharmaceutical companies.
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Innovating vaccines 
 

Introduction
Even the most promising vaccines don’t always make it 
out of the laboratory into large-scale production. We at 
Intravacc are fully aware of the challenges on the long 
road of vaccine development. We substantially reduce the 
risks and costs involved with developing vaccines. How? 
By bridging the gap between your concept and late stage 
clinical studies. The Netherlands-based Intravacc, part of 
the Utrecht Science Park location Bilthoven, is one of 
the world’s leading organizations with many years of 
experience in translational vaccinology. As an established 
independent clinical development and manufacturing 
organization (CDMO) in the vaccine industry, Intravacc 
offers a wide range of expertise and is the bridge between 
your discovery and the start of your phase I/II clinical trials 
in humans.

Global Track Record
Intravacc has transferred its vaccine technologies all over 
the world; 30% of all the childhood vaccines worldwide are 
based on know-how and technology from Bilthoven. 

Our track record include:
•  Global technology transfer of oral polio, measles,  

DPT, Hib vaccines
•  In-house developed Hib vaccine concept is  

marketed by two partners.
•  Influenza technology has been transferred to  

38 partners around the world. 
•  Improved Sabin Inactivated Polio Vaccine (sIPV)  

production process transferred to five vaccine  
manufacturers in emerging economies.

• Four Covid19 vaccines in development
 

Our Certified Facilities 
As one of the leading CDMOs we serve academia,  
public health organizations (WHO, BMGF), biotech and 
pharmaceutical companies. With a state-of-the-art  
Infrastructure and more than 2,000 sqm of ML-II,  
Bio-safety level (BSL) II & III, GAP III equipped and  
certified laboratories, including QC laboratories and  
several GMP clean rooms for biomanufacturing, Intravacc  
is your ideal CDMO partner. Our integrated services  
range from bioassay, methods, upstream, downstream and  
formulation development all the way to fill & finish and pilot 
GMP production, ready for you to start your (pre)clinical 
studies.

Our Vaccine Development Pathway (VDP) Service
We design and develop vaccines, improve production  
processes for vaccines and prepare drug substances to  
enable pre-clinical and clinical studies at cGMP-level under 
our VDP process. For new vaccine development process,  
we use established blue prints and scalable platform  
production process. Processes are designed according to  
regulatory requirements, using mathematical models, and 
are scalable from lab to high-volume production-scale  
bioreactors. Rationally designed processes are tested in 
our laboratory facilities using latest ICH-guidelines and 
insights. We have long-standing, extensive experience and 
capabilities in vaccine development, which can be applied 
to different vaccine concepts. We provide tailored solutions 
and enable your high-potential candidate vaccine to  
become ready for market entry. The most critical part  
of your development program is our commitment to  
establishing manufacturing ready processes early, in order 
to enable the most streamlined transition of your program 
from clinical to large scale manufacturing. At Intravacc, we 
are focused on speed, simplicity and reproducibility as we 
develop your candidate vaccine to allow you going into the 
clinic as soon as possible.
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